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ironwolf is the ideal companion for the seagate ironwolf pro 3.5 hdd
series. this series was designed for the most demanding applications,
and offers the best reliability, performance, and durability to withstand
the extremes of demanding real-world applications. the ironwolf 3.5 is
now available in a standard slim design with a two-drive bay
configuration. model gt-sta1000bx is available for $93.00 each in a pack
of two and the model gt-sta1000dx is available for $145.00 each in a
pack of two. both drive options are available in a seven-year warranty.
you may have your nas mounted on a network-attached storage (nas)
server, and youre probably downloading, streaming, and deleting files all
the time. nas units can help you do all this, but they can also help you
secure your system so that no one else can access your files. also
available in 1.92tb, 1.44tb, 1.2tb, 960gb, 720gb, 480gb and 240gb
capacities. ironwolf series offers the highest capacity mechanical hard
drives ever in its lineup. this new series for ironwolf offers the highest
capacity at 14tb with advanced data protection and reliability features,
as well as a five-year limited warranty that includes 2-year rescue data
recovery services. the 14tb ironwolf pro is fully-redundant, with the three
platters capable of providing up to 14tb of data. it uses a sata 3 interface
for fast data transfers and can handle up to 214mb/s of data transfers.
for long-term data storage, ironwolf pro is certified for use in a jbod (just
a bunch of disks) environment with no power-failure concerns. the
advanced disk health monitoring system lets you identify disk problems,
and you can back up important data with confidence. ironwolf pro is also
compatible with seagate ironwolf health management for easy
monitoring, and you can have peace of mind with a five-year limited
warranty that includes 2-year rescue data recovery services.
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the ironwolf 4tb also supports both hardware and software encryption,
allowing you to create your own personal “file vault” to protect your data
and boost its security. this is especially important if your pc is connected
to the internet or if youre exchanging data with others. the ironwolf 4tb

allows you to create a personal file vaults, which is different from
virtualization. the drive supports 512e, 512p, advanced boost and

s.m.a.r.t. technologies. because it features heads on a rotating actuator,
it can handle up to 16tb of raw capacity. raid 0 and raid 5 are available,
but i wouldnt recommend using them on this drive, because the smart
monitoring feature will alert you when the drive is failing. i would also

recommend the ironwolf vr 4tb to anyone who faces extensive read/write
requirements, and i would also suggest the ironwolf vr 4tb to anyone

looking to create a safe backup to your computer, for it has the ability to
encrypt your data and store it within two separate chunks to prevent

theft. thats the obvious reason to upgrade, but there are two more: if the
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ironwolf pro comes as a storage option (in raid, raid-z, or just as a stand
alone drive), you can test it immediately, in your nas, with full

diagnostics and aftermarket firmware. experienced users will find that
ironwolf is an excellent choice for both nas and servers. the drive shines

when it comes to capacity, performance and features. pros: seagate
ironwolf hdd delivers 247 tb/year workload rating with similar

performance to other ssds, such as samsung 860 evo independent
testing shows high performance compared to other hard drives, and

seagate has designed the drive with less power consumption and less
heat than other hard drives, leading to longer, quieter operation for nas

and servers seagate ironwolf delivers high capacity for large data storage
needs without sacrificing performance seagate ironwolf offers 7.5 million

hours mean time before failure warranty that exceeds samsung 8-bay
drive powers up in 12 seconds and automatically powers down when not

in use for up to 20 hours. user can choose either 2 tb or 3 tb models
ironswolf hdd also supports raid 5 and 6. if a user has a need for raid,

simply connect the drive to seagates ironwolf pro model and you will be
able to create a raid a feature-rich feature set makes the ironwolf easy to
use in a variety of nas applications the hard drive is available in 2 tb and

3 tb capacities price with the 3 tb model is competitive 5ec8ef588b
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